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olidream’s motto
comes from Antoine
de Saint-Exupéry:
“Turn your life
into a dream, and
that dream, into a
reality.”
Our three core
values have acquired a powerful
meaning for us. We dreamed alive high
on the majestic and untamed Tian Shan
Mountains of Kyrgyzstan; on the shore of
the Timor Sea, we looked back with pride
at the Australian Outback after we had
cycled 3,000 kilometers in the desert, and
we shared countless meals with generous
shepherd families that had never seen a
tourist before. In order to quench our thirst
for exploring and realizing a childhood
dream, the bicycle quickly emerged as the
most suitable means of transportation for
circling the planet and exposing ourselves
to memorable encounters across more than
54,000 kilometers on all continents. We
also planned our journey to include some
unusual challenges like paddling down the
Yukon River (750 kilometers) in northern
Canada on a raft we built ourselves; crossing the Amazon rainforest from west to east
on 2,500 kilometers of barely used trails;
and using a kite to have the wind pull us on
our bicycles in the Australian Outback.
These snippets of adventure tell the
story of a dream being realized and of a
solidarity, which, unlike countries, has no
boundaries.

Morgan Monchaud making his way up to
Waucoba Pass while exiting Eureka Valley,
Death Valley National Park, California.

More than a round-the-world bicycle

by Brian Mathé

SOLIDREAM
trip as friends — three years of dreams, challenges, and sharing

The team built a 288 square-foot raft to carry four bikes and 12 days of food down
750 kilometers on the Yukon River from Whitehorse to Dawson City, Yukon, Canada.

Top: Morgan Monchaud and Siphay Vera cycling in the western Sahara.
Bottom: Brian Mathé and Siphay Vera climbing their last pass in the Venezuelan Andes.
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Genesis and preparation
35 years ago, four friends built a
sailboat and set off on a five-year journey to discover the world. One of their
members, Claude Monchaud, was
Morgan’s father, the founder of
Solidream. Inspired by his father’s
adventures all those years ago, Morgan started to dream of a journey of
his own. His idea proved contagious
and our group of longstanding friends,
Siphay Vera, Bertrand Dolci, and I were
soon dreaming with him.
Why three years? Morgan explained:
“Sitting in front of a map of the world
I marked down places that have always
inspired me: the Sahara, Amazonia,
Alaska, the Australian desert, Tibet.
Then I connected them on the map by
tracing a line through them. Finally,
taking into account the seasons and the
bicycle’s likely average speed, I calculated that it would take three years to
follow the line while still leaving time to
connect with the people and places we
would pass through. Some months after
that, when my friends opted to join the
project, some of them balked at the
idea of being away for as long as three
years. I gave them the same answer that
I would today. For me it’s now or never,
this trip will bring us more rewards
than we can possibly imagine.”
It took us two years to prepare the
project beforehand, building up the
necessary savings, collecting funds,
choosing the equipment, creating the
website, and finding sponsors. Bertrand the engineer got a job for a big
Swiss watch company; Morgan worked
as a manager on a construction site in
Senegal; Siphay, who had been working for the World Wildlife Fund in
Switzerland, continued during the
winter season working at a fancy ski
resort; and finally me, who graduated
as an information systems engineer
and worked for a big French bank in
Morocco.
On August 29, 2010, Morgan, Siphay,
and Bertrand left from le Grau du Roi
in the Camargue region in southern
France. Bertrand planned to join the
trip as far as Antarctica, and I would
join the group in Chile eight months
later. Fixing a three-year period for
the project helped us in drawing up
our budget, creating a timetable, and

MARTHA BOST WICK

A woman selling jewelry in Antigua Guatemala.

sticking to it. We knew we would have
to work for two years to save up the
necessary funds, and we knew that
those funds would only suffice until
August 31, 2013. This served to impress on ourselves and our sponsors
before we departed the full extent and
serious nature of our undertaking. And
it comforted our families who would
have had good reason to worry if we
have left with “Carpe diem” as our sole
motivation.

Daily life with Solidream
The sun was our clock, the weather
forecast our calendar, and new encounters our rewards. Overall our progress
was linked to the seasons because we
had to be in Antarctica in summer and
cross Amazonia in the rainy season.
Accordingly, we marked key dates for
big towns we wanted to visit: Ushuaia
in December 2010, Vancouver in May
2012, Luang Prabang in February 2013.
Between these major milestones, our

daily life was governed by our philosophy of “pedal to enjoy” — in other
words, we preferred to press on for
days, even weeks, without stopping
until we came to a place we particularly
liked. There we might decide to pause
for several weeks to allow time to get
to know the local people and blend into
the local landscape until we deemed it
time to move on. The three weeks we
stayed in Alter do Chão in Brazil are a
good example of such a relieving break.

The team at the top of a 3,900-meter pass in the Kham area of Sichuan, China.
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After 40 days in the jungle during what
had been our most difficult challenge
of the whole adventure, this paradise of
crystal-clear water was a perfect spot.
There we took time to enjoy the
Tapajos River and its pink dolphins,
eating endemic fish meals and learning
to dance forró and carimbo. Contrasts
like this made our journey exceptionally rewarding. And because we decided
never to use a hotel or paid lodgings,
our evenings were often dictated by
the relationships we struck up. When
we were not in a remote area, we
would sleep on restaurant terraces,
in the garden of an obliging farmer,
in the comfortable bed offered by an
American family, or we would sling our
hammocks across a young Guatemalan’s
courtyard.
Our hosts, generous and helpful wherever we went, were often surprised to see
us arriving in clean shirts and trousers.
This was the outcome of a rule we had
made and stuck to. Whether we were in
the icy rivers of Patagonia, assaulted by
clouds of aggressive Alaskan mosquitoes, shivering from a jet of water in the
back of a gas station, or gingerly tipping
a half-litre of water carefully preserved

Siphay Vera poses in the colorful streets of Antigua Guatemala.

in a gourd, we took the trouble every
evening to wash and change clothes.
Apart from making ourselves feel better, this practice helped us connect with
the locals and increased our chances of
being invited to their homes.
Etienne Houlès, who joined us in
the U.S., said, “Once you’re accepted
into the team, one cannot help being

impressed by the good atmosphere and
the organization. Everyone has his task,
his chores, and his role to play. It all
seems to happen quite naturally. When
we had not been invited to stay anywhere, as soon as the light faded or one
of us wanted to stop for the night, we
would do so there and then, have our
nightly wash, and pitch camp. While

Morgan Monchaud helps Brian Mathé with his water bottle at more than 5,000 meters in the Sur Lipez region, Eduardo Avaroa National Reserve, Bolivia.
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3. Ideal for e-bikes // 4. Saves resources
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The team poses on their last day in the Amazon Jungle after cycling 2,400 kilometers in 40 days.

some of us put up the tent, one hid the
bicycles, and others prepared food. In
this way, and because we are all close
friends, we could be honest and sincere
when something wasn’t quite right
or hadn’t been done. It was impressive.”
The challenges that drove us
We made a point of exploring various types of ecosystems and thereby
seeing some of the most extreme parts
of the world. And this was not exclusively done on bicycles. Some of our
biggest challenges were crossing the

Design Your Bike Friday

ONLINE!

Bike Friday is your Personal
Bicycle Factory. Design your
high performance bike that
fits your body, fits your needs
and travels anywhere.
Made in the USA!
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Sahara, an expedition on a sailboat in
the Antarctic, traversing the Andes
from Patagonia to the high Bolivian
plateau, and crossing the Amazon, the
stiffest challenge of them all. Then
there was the 750-kilometer descent of
the Yukon River in northern Canada on
a raft we built ourselves; the 3,000-kilometer trek through the Australian
Outback; the nearly 300-kilometer narrow tracks in the Cardamom Jungle in
Cambodia and eventually a risky illegal
detour in the Kham region of Old Tibet
in Sichuan, China.
In 2011, aged 26 and 24, Bertrand

and Siphay had never set foot on a
boat. Yet they were ready to take on the
craziest dream of all: to visit Antarctica
on a sailboat! How is that possible, you
might ask? For this we thank Morgan’s
father and his two friends who, over 30
years ago, sailed around the world for
five years in their boat named KIM. In
1981, to finish off the voyage, they took
on the crazy bet to go to Antarctica and
spend a year there (see www.kimenant
arctique.com). The notion of some
kind of link with these old sea dogs and
Solidream began to take shape and, on
January 6, 2010, the six of us left from

Visit:
bikefriday.com/Adventure
Call today for Special Offers!
Adventure Cycling members always
receive a 5% discount
PROMO CODE: 2171

BIKE FRIDAY
800-777-0258 // BikeFriday.com

Ushuaia for a two-month trip.
Bertrand’s impression of the voyage
was one of extremes. “We navigated the
mythical Cape Horn with some difficulty
and followed our route due south. The
sea was very rough, and the wind blew
with incredible strength. I felt completely
helpless in the face of such an environment. The first time the boat rolled onto
its side, I seriously thought our last hour
had come, and then it leveled itself as if
by magic and the hull resumed its waltz
with the ocean. Neophyte that I am, I
felt I should be helping the crew, but in
such conditions any movement on deck
calls for dexterity in cold temperatures
and plenty of experience, as the slightest
slip could be fatal. So I restricted myself
at first to simpler tasks and learned knots
to pass the time. After four hours of
extreme conditions, we finally discovered
the first icebergs. We quickly immersed
ourselves in this magical world of killer
whales, seals, and penguins. We navigated between immense snow-capped
mountains and dream-like places while
remaining wide awake. One does not
emerge unmarked from a journey such as
that. And I kept in mind that we made it
to this natural treasure mainly thanks to
our own power on bicycles.”
The toughest part of our trip was unquestionably our crossing of the Amazon
Rainforest on bicycles. We had braved
nights of 0 to -5°F in Bolivia a few weeks
earlier with cheap, inadequate equipment. But the heat and humidity of the
jungle were harder to bear. We had very
little in the way of documentation of the
Trans-Amazonian highway and had difficulty locating potential sources of water
among the hazy pictures we found on
Google Earth. In such humidity, exposed
to the sun without any shade on the trail
from the jungle trees, we would drink
two-and-a-half gallons of water every day.
We never imagined we could drink so
much! Even crossing the Sahara we only
drank one-and-a-half gallons. Villages
were 400 kilometers apart so we had to
take on several days’ food supply at a
time. Treating eight gallons a day soon
became a bore and an unrealistic chore.
Besides, the locals drink directly from the
river or well water filtered by the earth so
we were soon doing the same. Camping
in the jungle was one of the most memorable experiences of the entire journey.

ADVENTURECYCLING.ORG
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NUTS & BOLTS: Solidream

Downhill on Vietnam’s
Ho Chi Minh highway.

STATISTICS
Distance covered: 54,000
kilometers (10,000 kilometers on dirt tracks)
Days traveling: 1,095
Average daily distance by
bicycle: 125 kilometers
Days navigating by sailing
boat or raft: 70
Euros spent per person
on lodgings over three
years: 46
Euros per day per person: 8
Number of times we regretted making the trip: 0

·

gears at a time with no
transmission delay and they
require minimal maintenance.

·
·
·
·

Saddle: Brooks B17 Imperial (brooksengland.com).
It takes a while to shape to
your body in dry climates,
but is a near perfect saddle
once it does.

·
·

GEAR
Bicycle frame: Steel Surly
Long Haul Trucker (surly
bikes.com). Steel was convenient when I had to have
the frame welded. With all
the weight and bumpy dirt
tracks, the rack attachment
broke on some of our bikes.
Wheels: Rims: 26” Mavic
XM819 (rear) and A719
(front) (mavic.us). Both
broke at some point. Front
rim was replaced after
25,000 kilometers by Alexrims Adventurer (alexrims.
com), which didn’t break.
Using 26” wheels is preferred, in our opinion, when
traveling in countries where
it is hard to get bike parts.
Spokes: DT Swiss comp
1.8/2 (dtswiss.com). Only one
spoke broke among all our
bikes during the whole trip!
Front hub: DT Swiss 540
tandem. The bearings were
loose two or three times on
each bike during the whole
trip, which any bike mechanic can fix.
Transmission: 14-gear
Rohloff Speedhub (rohloff.
de/en/products/speedhub).
It’s possible to change several
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Tires: Schwalbe Marathon
Plus Tour (schwalbetires.
com/bike_tires/road_tires).
We only replaced three sets
of tires on each bike over
54,000 kilometers!
Pedals: It’s important to
have reliable pedals. We
advise pedals with sealed
bearings. We didn’t use
clipless pedals and wore flip
flops or sandals 70 percent
of the time.
LUGGAGE
Racks: Surly Nice Rack.
They never broke despite
the near-constant abuse.
The paint wears away where
the panniers attach and they
can begin to rust.
Panniers: Vaude Aqua
Pro (vaude.com/en-GB/
Products/Luggage-Bags).
Overall a good buy. The
top corners of the panniers
can develop holes if you
overpack.
Handlebar bag: Vaude Aqua
Box. Good impermeability
but the map sleeve on top
quickly peeled away from
the case.
CAMPING
Tent: Eureka Mountain Lite
3 (eurekatent.com). Very
good four-season tent for
the price. We did have to
replace one, but did so with
the same model.
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Sleeping bag: Mountain
Hardwear Ultralamina 32
(mountainhardwear.com).
Good for the price but only
rated to 32°F. We experienced colder conditions (0°
F to -5°F) so we switched to
the Deuter Neosphere rated
to 14°F (deuter.com).
Stove: Primus Gravity
Multifuel II (primuscamping.
com). We used propane,
isobutane, butane, gasoline,
and rubbing alcohol. It
never let us down. It’s been
replaced by the Primus
MultiFuel EX.
Backpack: Overboard
Waterproof (overboardusa.
com/backpacks.html). This
was used as a third rear
pannier. It’s very useful to
have a backpack when you
go into towns or explore on
foot.
Water filter: Katadyn
Pocket (katadyn.com/en/
katadyn-products). It was
rarely used but we were
glad to have it along when
we did need it.
OUR BEST WEAPONS
Google Maps & Bing Maps
(google.com/maps; bing.
com/maps): We sometimes
used paper maps but no
GPS. We typically navigated
using Google Maps and
would then ask locals for
directions. It’s old school
but still very efficient. Some
roads weren’t shown in
Google Maps but were using
Bing Maps. Learn how to
use both.
For elevation-gain calculation, we used perfilderuta.
es/perfil.php?lng=en#
The interactive map of our
journey can be found online
at solidream.net/map.

Siphay tells the story. “The local people alerted us to the danger of jaguars,
and we had to choose a suitable camp
site every evening in the immensity
of the jungle. The mosquitoes didn’t
exactly help when we were slinging our
hammocks, an operation calling for
calm and patience. The humidity level
was approaching 90 percent, and the
heat was searing even at night. We had
acquired the most effective insect repellent we could find, and my hammock
acted as an extra protective layer, but
I would never have been able to sleep
soundly without my long-sleeved shirts
and trousers that protected me from
potentially malaria-carrying mosquitoes. I would wake up in the night,
surprised to find myself bathed in sweat
and surrounded by extreme darkness
caused by the density of the jungle
vegetation. I tried to imagine the world
immediately surrounding me. Attuning
my hearing to all these strange and new
sounds, I felt infinitely vulnerable.”
Communal living
Group travel is not for everyone.
Rare are the cyclists who do not travel
either solo or in couples on a journey as
long as ours. We were basically together
24 hours a day, seven days a week for
three years. Clashes were inevitable.
Although they were rare, we all agree
that this was the most sensitive aspect
of the trip. All of us thought of quitting
the group at one stage or another, even
temporarily.
I am a relatively introverted type of
person, and I like my share of solitude
in civilized life. With the team I sometimes felt suffocated. The hardest part
was coming up with a suggestion that
the others didn’t like or else having to
accept one I didn’t agree with. Sometimes it was very frustrating; we lost a
bit of our private space. It was impossible to do what we wanted, when we
wanted, without first thinking of the
team. For instance, one issue that was
hard to handle for me is that the guys
didn’t mind riding long hours in the
dark when I would often feel tired and
would have enjoyed our comfy tent earlier in the day. The micro-democracy
that our group had become meant I had
to cope. But we listened to one another,
even when one voice was a minority

Saluted the sun as we crested the
Continental Divide. Later, we took it
off road and met up with some rusted
railroad spikes. Nearest bike shop:
8 miles due west.
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in our decision-making process. So we
soon learned to become flexible.
In this context, we understood
the true meaning of the words tolerance and respect, key values for a
good group atmosphere. We learned
to speak our minds frankly in order
to be constructive about group life,
and we tried to leave our egos behind.
We acquired perspective as we lived
through moments that would unite us
forever. We were brothers who shared
precious memories inaccessible to outsiders. These moments have become
our story, we own them, and no one
can take them away from us. I believe
this is, above all, what I was looking
for with my friends. These memories
will remain with us for all time and, as
we so often said to one another within
the group in our native language “tant
mieux!” — meaning “Our strength lies in
the collective.”
We are happy that we have had this
chance to live the dream as a team. “A
dream you dream alone is only a dream.
A dream you dream together is reality.”
– Yoko Ono
The end. A harsh return to reality?
Still freshly out of adventure, it’s
not easy to take stock of what we have
achieved. At the time of writing these
lines, only a few months separate us
from our arrival at journey’s end. That
said, we often thought of what it would
be like when the trip was over and what
our state of mind would be back in our
homes. How would the journey have
changed us?
“In my opinion, what shapes my
future overall is affected by all the
personal encounters I have had, the
difficulties overcome, and new goals
I have set for myself,” said Morgan.
“In the context of our trip these three
concepts are tested daily. Each day the
encounters enrich me, the difficulties
we overcame strengthen me, and the
future objectives remind me that nothing just happens by itself. It’s up to me
to continue to direct all my energy in
shaping my own future as I understand
it. In this way every day our journey
is changing my life and building the
person I will be tomorrow.”
On this trip we, were blessed with
unbelievable generosity and hospitality
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by people we didn’t know existed, like
some incredibly kind famers in the
mountains in Kyrgyzstan, for instance.
My way of looking at life has developed.
I have learned to enjoy simple things.
I think every mortal person has an
interesting story to tell that is worth listening to. I emerged from this journey
a great deal more curious and generous
than I was before. I want to give back
to the world something of what it has
given me during these past few years.
Now that we are home, the project is not really over. All the footage,
the thousands of photographs, all
these meetings with people and these
extraordinary times spent together —
we would like to share them. We have
some ideas: a final movie, a book with
photographs, and another one telling
the story of Solidream. That will take
months in which we can expect to be
together to tackle this new but also exciting task. We don’t know yet what lies
ahead after that, but it is certain that we
have acquired an appetite for adventure, and it will be part of our lives for
years to come.
One of our aims was to share our
experiences through articles, photographs, and videos that we post on the
Internet. The English version of our
website (english.solidream.net) contains a good collection of tales translated from French, as well as hundreds
of quality pictures and videos from our
journey around the world.

KOKOPEllI
TRAIl SySTEM

Kokopelli Trail to Moab, UT
only 142 miles to go.

Fruita, CO

Siphay Vera, 27, is half Chilean, quarter Laotian, and
quarter French. He used to do double front flips with
his snowboard before the journey when not selling
WWF subscriptions in Switzerland.
Morgan Monchaud, 29, spent the first seven years
of his life on a sailboat. He initiated Solidream while
rebuilding a UNESCO protected bridge in Senegal as
an engineer, inspired by the adventures of his father.
Brian Mathé, 27, did not listen to his mom’s advice in
joining the team after quitting his engineering job in a
French banking group, even if he then missed surfing
sessions in Casablanca, Morocco, where he worked.
Photo / Colin Meagher

Bertrand Dolci, 29, is a wise man; he returned to his
job at a swiss watch company after six months and the
expedition to Antarctica.

■ To help with the creation of a film
about Solidream, visit english.solidream.net/
solidream-the-movie
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MOUNTAIN BIKING

KOKOPELLI TRAIL SYSTEM
Mountain bikers from around the world come to Fruita, CO for the
challenging, high-desert singletrack of the Kokopelli Trail System.
This trail network offers up long-distance flow options and demanding
technical sections. Osprey’s lightweight, ultra comfortable Viper/Verve
Series packs keep Kokopelli riders hydrated and focused on the trail.
OSPREy’S TRAIl SERIES Watch Osprey’s Trail Series videos at ospreypacks.com.
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